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1 
This invention relates to neckwear and relates 

particularly to improved forms of scarves of a 
type to be Worn around the neck. 

Prior neck scarves are usually rectangular, 
square or triangular in shape and are made of 
many diiïerent types of material. »All such scarves 
have, in common, the characteristic of being cut 
from or formed of a ñat piece of material. 
Inasmuch as the human neck and shoulders 

are not polygonal or fiat, the shape of the con 
ventional scarf results in a number of disadvan 
tages from the standpoint of protection and ap 
pearance. 
A conventional triangular scarf, for example, 

is usually placed across the shoulders and 
wrapped around the neck with the apex of the 
triangle disposed somewhere in the vicinity of the 
shoulder blades and with the ends or corners of 
the scarf crossing the chest and throat. Inas 
much as this scarf must partake of a series of 
intersecting curves of different length and radii 
in assuming this position, it either has a tendency 
to wrinkle and bunch up around the back of the 
neck causing discomfort and an unkempt ap 
pearance or the ends of the scarf tend to slide 
apart, become disarranged and expose the throat 
and chest. 
The square type of scarf has the same disad 

vantages as the triangular type inasmuch as when 
it is Worn as a square even more material tends 
to wrinkle and bunch up around the back of the 
neck and it is even more difficult to retain in 
place. Moreover, the pointed ends, either crossed 
or knotted, do not furnish full protection for the 
throat and chest. 
The rectangular scarf is similarly unsatisfac 

tory and When it is looped over in front, like an 
ascot tie, as is sometimes the case, it draws the 
entire width of the scarf into a narrow thick 
b'unch around the neck, leaving spaces between v 
the scarf and coat collar and either side of the 
ascot. In other words, it is mechanically impos 
sible to cover the throat and the chest by means 
of a straight piece of fabric that is looped into 
an ascot. When merely crossed over the chin, 
a rectangular piece scarf does not protect the 
throat, rides up on the back of the neck and does 
not stay in place. 
The present invention has as an object the pro 

vision of a scarf which overcomes the disadvan 
tages of the prior types of scarves referred to 
above. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a scarf which is ñtted to the neck and shoulders, 
fandntherefore, does not bunch‘up at the back 
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of the neck, cause discomfort, displace the coat 
collar, and expose part of the throat and chest. 
.Another object’of the invention is to provide 

a scarf which is so shaped and arranged that the ~ 
depending ends of the scarf, when overlapped 
over the chest, will remain in such overlapped 
position in a self-draped manner, thereby pro# 
viding adequate protection for the throat and the 
chest and maintaining a neat and well-groomed ' 
appearance. ì 

K Other objects of the invention will become ap; 
parent from the following description of a typical 
form ofV scarf embodying the present invention.> 
In accordance with the present invention, I 

provide> a yscarf which is formed of a plurality> of 
shapedA sections of fabric, fur or the like in which 
the back _yoke section of the scarf is shaped to 
conform tothe shape of the shoulderswhere the 
shouldercurve and'neck curve intersect andthe 
ends or foreparts of the scarf are joined to the 
yokeA in such a manner that the scarf curves 
smoothly and naturally up on the neck and out 
wardly over the shoulders. l = _, Y 

More particularly, the center portion or yoke 
of the scarf is formed of one or more shaped sec 
tions of material having suitably curved upper, 
lower and side or end edges so that it ñts closely 
and conforms to the back of the’neck and the 
top of the shoulders. 'I‘he .end portions ofthe 
scarfare formed of shaped pieces of material, 
which are joined to the lateral edges of the cen 
ter ̀ or yoke portion of the scarf in such relation 
ship that they normally tend to drape down 
wardlyand across the chest in overlapping rela 
tionship. 
_ Scarves of the type embodying the present in 
vention have numerous advantages not obtain 
able with'the prior art scarves.` Inasmuch as the 
center oryoke portion of the scarf is ñtted to the 
curvesl of theneck, it does not bunch up and does 
not displace the collar of a coat worn over the 
scarf. . Because of this better ñt, the materialY in 
this portion of the scarf can be thicker and 
warmer> without being uncomfortable and un 
attractive and without displacing the coat collarl 
toas great an extent as a conventional scarf 
formed of lighter material. Moreover, such 
'smoothly draped and ñtted scarves do notV dis 
Itort the 'appearance of the shoulders of a coat 
worn over the scarf. In addition, the portion of 
the scarf that passes around the sides and front 
of the neck will lie smoothly around the neck 
and will remain in positionr so that adequate cov 
ering of the neck can be obtained. The scarf also 
has the advantage of alfording vnisnrirrium "pro-y 
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tection to the throat and the chest inasmuch as 
its normal tendency is to stay in throat and chest 
covering position, rather than to fall away from 
the throat and chest. 
In addition to the practical advantages of 

scarves of the type embodying the present inven 
tion, these scarves lend themselves to new combi 
nations of fabrics and colors which render them 
particularly attractive in appearance. Thus, the 
scarf may be formed of one type of material such 
as, for example, velvet or silk and may be lined 
with another type of material of the same or con 
trasting color, making a reversible scarf, thus giv 
ing an economic as well as a decorative advan 
tage. Such scarves thus may be reversed readily 
to match or contrast with other garments. If de 
sired, the portion of the scarf which covers the 
back of the neck may be of a different material 
or a diiïerent color than the portion which is dis 
posed over the chest and shoulders. Inasmuch 
as the scarf fits snugly, it can be formed of a 
light weight or relatively short pile fur, if desired, 
without excessively displacing or destroying the fit 
of a garment worn thereover. 
For a better understanding of the present in 

vention, reference may be had to the accom 
panying drawing, in which: 

Figures la to 1d are plan views of the sections 
of material making up a typical form of scarf 
embodying the present invention; 
Figure le is a plan view of a modiñed form of 

center yoke portion; 
Figure 2 is a plan view of the scarf; 
Figure 3 is a front view of the scarf illustrat 

ing the manner in which it drapes around the 
neck and over the shoulders and chest; and 
Figure 4 is a rear view of the scarf. 
As illustrated in Figures 1a. to 1d, a scarf of 

the type embodying the present invention may 
be suitably formed of four sections of material 
Ii), II, I2 and I3, such as, for example, fabrics, 
fur or the like. The sections Iû and II are sub 
stantially mirror images of each other and are 
generally of four-edged shape in which each of 
the edges is curved. As illustrated, the upper 
edge Illa of the section I0 is convexly curved on 
a relatively long arc, while the lower edge Iûb 
is a shorter concave arc on a slightly longer 
radius than the upper edge lila. The inner edge 
Iûc of the section Iû is concavely curved on an 
arc of relatively long radius, while the opposite 
edge iûd is substantially straight for a major 
portion of its length and then sharply concavely 
curved on down to its junction with the edge 
Iûb. 
The section I I is similarly shaped, but, »as indi 

cated above, is a mirror image of the section I0. 
The edges of the section II corresponding to the 
edges Ißa, Iâb, Illc and lcd of the section II are 
identified as the edges IIa, IIb, IIc and IId. 
When assembling the scarf, the edges Iûc and 

IIc are joined by means of a suitable seam I4, 
as shown more particularly in Figures 2 and 4 
of the drawing, thereby aligning the curved 
edges 10a and IIaI in a substantially continuous 
arc and aligning the edges Iûb and IIb to form 
a shorter arc at the opposite edge of the scarf. 
Inasmuch as the edges l‘ílc and IIC are curved 
slightly, the back of the assembled sections or 
yoke will be rendered slightly concave to corre 
spond to the curvature of the junction zone of 
the back and the neck. This back section oryoke 
of the scarf, therefore, normally tends toassume 
a convex curvature from end to end and' acon-V 
cave curvature from top to bottom. These 1n 
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4 
tersecting curvatures tend to maintain the yoke 
in close contact with the neck and shoulders. 
While a somewhat better nt is attained by form 
ing the yoke in two sections as described above, 
it will be understood that the yoke may be 
formed from one piece of material I0' generally 
of the outline produced by joining the sections 
I0 and II, as shown in Figure le. Of course, the 
single piece yoke does not have the transverse 
concave curvature described above, but this is 
not serious when the yoke is made relatively 
narrower and is not intended to extend up as 
high on the back of the neck. If desired, a one 
piece yoke can be used and a, variable width tuck 
may be taken in the center of the yoke IU’ along 
the dotted lines to impart the desired transverse 
curvature to the yoke. 
The depending front or end portions of the 

scarf are formed of the two sections I2 and I3 of 
fabric or other material. These sections are 
provided with downwardly and outwardly in 
clined upper edges IZa and I'3a and inner edges 
Iïb and I3b that are curved upwardly and in 
wardly toward the inclined edges I 2a, I3a, re 
spectively. The inner edges I 2b and I3b are 
straight at their lower ends. As illustrated, the 
sections I2 and I3 have substantially straight 
outer edges 12o and I3c and straight lower edges 
12d and I3d. 
The length of the edges I 2a 'and I3a may be 

the same as the overall length of the edges Iûd 
and IId of the sections iû and II of the scarf, 
or if it is desired to have a pleated Or‘galîhered 
scarf, as illustrated in the figures of the draw 
ing, the edges I2a and I 3a. may be somewhat 
longer than the edge-s lcd and IId. Thev edge 
£20, of the section I2 is joined to the edge IIlä 
of the section ID, while the edge I 3a of the sec 
tion I3 is joined to the edge` IId of the section 
I I, as best shown in Figure 2 of the drawing. 
Referring now to Figure 2, it will be apparent 

that when the scarf is laid out with the sections 
i?? and I3 in alignment and substantially flat, 
the yoke formed by the center sections IIl and I I 
will have a tendency to wrinkle inasmuch as it 
is formed to provide the a‘kzßovve-describedY curved 
fitted yoke having upper and lower edges of ,un 
@qual lengths. When the scarf is draped around 
the neck, as illustrated in Figure 3, the unequal 
lengths of the upper and lower edges of the sec 
tions iEi and i i of the yoke will cause the yoke to 
conform closely to the back of the neck and ñt 
thereto with the edges iüd and ‘I Id of these sec 
tions coinciding substantially with the top of the 
shoulders. Inasmuch as the edges l|22) and. I3b 
of the sections l2 and I3 are curved inwardly, 
their normal tendency is to overlap with the sec 
tions i2 and i3 lying smoothly over the chest. 
From the preceding description, it will be ap' 

parent that scarves of the type embodying the 
present invention are .constructed and arranged 
to conform to the shape of the neck and the shoul 
ders so that they will lie smoothly and fit closely 
around the neck and shoulders. 

It will be understood further'that the shape and 
dimensions oi' the various sections can be changed 
in order to ñt individuals of varying size and to 
produce varying ornamental eiîects. Thus, for 
example, the sections I2 and I3 need not be pro 
vided with square corners, but instead can be ta 
pered, rounded, scalloped, fringed, or otherwise 
ornamented, or _shaped and, if desired, the pleats 
can. be omitted from the top edgesïthereof, ̀ Such 
scarves may beA formed of one or moreA layers of 
fabric and the fabrics maybe of the same or dif 
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ferent kinds and of the same or contrasting col 
ors. Therefore, it should be understood that the 
form of scarf illustrated herein should be consid 
ered as illustrative, only, and not as limiting the 
scope of the following claims. 

I claim: 
1. A neck scarf comprising a plurality of sec 

tions of material joined end to end to form a 
center and two end portions, said center portion 
having one longer and one shorter edge and con 
verging end edges, and said end portions having 
inclined edges joined to said converging end 
edges. 

2. A neck scarf comprising a plurality of joined 
sections of material forming a center portion and 
opposite end portions, said center portion having 
one longer convexly curved edge, a shorter con 
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cavely curved edge and converging end` edges, 
and said end portions having inclined edges joined 
to said converging end edges. 

~3. The scarf set forth in claim 2 in which said ~ 
center portion comprises two sections of material 
having joined concavely curved inner edges and 
aligned similarly curved side edges of different 
lengths. 

4. A neck scarf comprising a, plurality of joined 
sections of material forming a center portion and 
opposite end portions, said center portion having t 
one longer convexly curved edge, a shorter con 
cavely curved edge and converging concavely 
curved end edges, and said end portions having 
inclined edges joined to said converging end edges. 

GLADYS VVHITCOMB GEISSMANN. 


